Abstract: People adopt two distinct learning strategies during navigation. "Spatial learners" navigate by building a cognitive map using environmental landmarks, and display more grey matter in the hippocampus. Conversely, "response learners" memorize a series of rigid turns to navigate and display more grey matter in the caudate nucleus of the striatum. Evidence has linked these two structures with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and autistic traits in non-clinical populations. Both people with ASD and neurotypical people with higher levels of autistic traits have been shown to display more grey matter in the hippocampus and less functional activity in the caudate nucleus. We therefore tested 56 healthy participants who completed the Autism Quotient (AQ) Scale and the 4-on-8 Virtual Maze (4/8 VM), which determines the reliance on landmarks during navigation. We found that people who relied on landmarks during navigation also displayed significantly higher scores on the AQ Scale. Because spatial strategies are associated with increased attention to environmental landmark use and are supported by the hippocampus, our results provide a potential behavioral mechanism linking higher autistic traits (e.g., increased attention to detail and increased sensory processes) to increased hippocampal grey matter.
Humans adopt different strategies when they navigate, which rely on distinct parts of the brain (Bohbot, Lerch, Thorndycraft, Iaria, & Zijdenbos, 2007; Iaria, Petrides, Dagher, Pike, & Bohbot, 2003) . People can use a "spatial strategy" that involves building relationships between landmarks in the environment, resulting in the formation of an internal cognitive map of the environment. This type of learning is supported by the hippocampus (Alvarez, Zola-Morgan, & Squire, 1995; Bohbot et al., 2007; Etchamendy, Konishi, Pike, Marighetto, & Bohbot, 2012; Iaria et al., 2003; Lerch et al., 2011; Maguire et al., 2000; McDonald & White, 1993; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978) . In contrast, the "response strategy" involves learning a series of stimulus-response associations without encoding more global spatial relations among multiple locations, and is supported by the caudate nucleus of the striatum (Alvarez et al., 1995; McDonald & White, 1993; Packard & McGaugh, 1992 , 1996 .
It is now well established that spatial and response learners display significant differences in neural structure and function. Spatial learners display more grey matter and functional activity in the hippocampus, as measured by structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging, while response learners have more grey matter and functional activity in the caudate nucleus (Bohbot, Iaria, & Petrides, 2004; Bohbot et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2018) . In parallel, accumulating evidence suggests that both clinical and non-clinical levels of autistic traits are associated with differences in neural structure and function. For example, a recent neuroimaging study found that autism spectrum traits in neurotypical individuals were associated with increased grey matter in the hippocampus (Focquaert & Vanneste, 2015) . Another study found that both children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) displayed more grey matter in the hippocampus (Schumann et al., 2004) . This finding was supported by a more recent study that showed that children with ASD displayed more grey matter in the hippocampus (Hasan, Walimuni, & Frye, 2013) . In addition to observed effects involving the hippocampus, ASD traits have also been linked to function in the caudate nucleus. It was reported that adults with ASD displayed lower functional activity in the caudate nucleus during a visuospatial task (Turner, Frost, Linsenbardt, McIlroy, & Müller, 2006) .
In addition to observed differences in grey matter and function, people with ASD traits, as measured by the Autism Quotient (AQ) Scale (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 2001) , in the neurotypical population also display certain differences in cognitive performance. Of interest to the current study, it has been found that people with ASD show a bias of attention towards local details in the environment. For example, evidence for this bias has been reported as accuracy on visuospatial tasks with an emphasis on detail-focused processing: the Embedded Figure Test and Block Design in the Wechsler Intelligence Scales (Happé & Frith, 2006) or a highdemand visual search (O'Riordan, Plaisted, Driver, & Baron-Cohen, 2001 ). Further, people with ASD have been shown to have better long-term memory for perceptual details (Toichi & Kamio, 2002) . These findings have also been supported in non-clinical samples that measured autistic-like traits ). This increased level of attention to environmental details reported in neurotypical people with higher AQ scores and people with ADS could also be related to a bias towards spatial navigation strategies supported by the hippocampus. When learning a new environment, spatial learning requires more visual attention resources compared to response learning (Lindberg & Gärling, 1982) . Supporting this observation, people who were categorized as spatial learners displayed increased visuospatial attention towards targets compared to response learners (Drisdelle et al., 2017) . Further, eyetracking research found that spatial strategy use was associated with a greater number of fixations on landmarks when completing a navigation task compared to response learners (Andersen, Dahmani, Konishi, & Bohbot, 2012) . It is hypothesized that the spatial navigation strategy might impact the deployment of visuospatial attention by biasing attention to details in the environment that facilitate the constriction of an internal cognitive map (Drisdelle et al., 2017) . Together, these results suggest that the autistic traits of hyper-attention to detail and sensory hypersensitivity (Baron-Cohen, Knickmeyer, & Belmonte, 2005; BaronCohen et al., 2001) could support spatial strategy use and might explain observations of increased hippocampal grey matter in individuals who display such traits. Further, a link between spatial strategy use and autistic traits could represent a potential benefit associated with ASD. This is because spatial strategies promote the hippocampus (Bohbot et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2003; McDonald & White, 1993; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Packard, Hirsh, & White, 1989) and higher grey matter and activity in the hippocampus is a protective factor against neuropsychiatric illness (Albert et al., 2011; Amico et al., 2011) .
Based on this evidence, we predicted that autistic traits displayed by neurotypical people would correlate with adoption of the spatial strategy during navigation. This was based on the spatial navigation strategy's reliance on the hippocampus, where ASD and higher autistic traits predict increased hippocampal grey matter, and on the response strategy's reliance on the caudate nucleus, which has been shown to be less active in people with ASD. Further, spatial strategy use has been associated with directing more attention to local details in the visual environment (Andersen et al., 2012) and enhanced visuospatial attention (Drisdelle et al., 2017) . Together, these studies suggest that higher levels of autistic traits in the neurotypical population would be related to the adoption of the spatial strategy during navigation. To test this hypothesis, healthy young adults completed both the AQ Scale and the 4-on-8 Virtual Maze (4/8 VM; Bohbot et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2003) . The 4/8 VM has two principal measures: First, the task distinguishes between individuals who spontaneously adopt a spatial or response strategy to solve the task (see description above). Second, a probe trial is administered where all environmental landmarks are removed. During the probe, people who rely on landmarks will make errors while the performance of people who do not use landmarks remains unperturbed. Importantly, the spontaneous spatial strategy and the probe error could differ. For example, a person could start the task by navigating using a spatial strategy, but shift to a response strategy. The probe error, delivered at the end of task, therefore distinguishes between people who maintain a spatial strategy throughout the task and those who shift. Committing a probe error (i.e., navigation performance is disrupted by the removal of the landmarks) is also associated with the spatial strategy (Bohbot et al., 2007; Drisdelle et al., 2017; Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2015) and positively correlates with grey matter in the hippocampus (Bohbot et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2003) . Because spatial strategies are associated with increased attention to environmental landmark use and are supported by the hippocampus, an association between autistic traits (e.g., hyper-attention to detail and sensory hypersensitivity) and spatial strategy use could provide a potential behavioral mechanism explaining previous observations of increased hippocampal grey matter associated with higher scores on the AQ Scale in both neurotypical and neuro-atypical individuals.
Methods Participants
Fifty-six healthy right-handed participants from a nonclinical sample (23 male) who were an average of 23.4 (AE 4.11) years of age were screened into the study. The experiment was approved by the University of Montreal Faculty of Arts and Science ethics committee and all participants signed a consent form before being tested in the experiment. An extensive phone questionnaire was administered to screen for history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. The questionnaire asked about the presence or history of motion sickness, cardiovascular diseases, neurological disorders, medical conditions, psychiatric disorders, and substance abuse. Participants were screened for high levels of alcohol (>14 alcoholic beverages per week) and cigarette use (>10 cigarettes per day). Importantly, participants were screened for habitual action video game playing. Previous evidence from our laboratory suggests that habitual action video game players are biased towards using response strategies and have unique visual attentional profiles that differ from the neurotypical population (West et al., 2015) . We therefore only included non-action video game players in our sample to control for this potential confound. Testing occurred at the University of Montreal. Participants were recruited through word of mouth or through campus advertisements.
AQ Scale
All participants completed the AQ Scale. Francophone participants completed the French version of the AQ Scale (Lepage, Lortie, Taschereau-Dumouchel, & Théoret, 2009; Sonié et al., 2011) while Anglophone participants completed the English version of the scale ).
4/8 VM
As outlined in previous studies (Drisdelle et al., 2017; West et al., 2015 West et al., , 2018 , the 4/8 VM is a virtual reality task that was created using programming software from a commercially available computer game (Unreal Tournament; Epic Games, Raleigh, NC; Figure 1 ). The virtual reality task consists of an eight-armed radial maze situated in an enriched environment with many landmarks available to the participant. The environment contains both distal and proximal landmarks: two trees, a rock, and mountains. At the end of each arm there are stairs that lead to a small pit where, in some cases, a participant can pick up an object. The participant is unable to see the objects from the center of the maze. After a habituation trial with no landmarks present is administered to make sure the participant understands how to navigate in the virtual environment, the test trials are administered.
Learning phase
The number of trials is up to 10 with a minimum of four. After four trials, additional trials are administered until the participant reaches the criterion for successful completion, which is committing no errors when retrieving the objects at the end of the radial arms. In healthy young adults, these errors are not sensitive to detecting group differences and there is no observed effect between spatial and response learners. This is because the 4/8 VM has a dual task solution. People can either use the relationship between landmarks (spatial learners) or a rigid pattern (response learners) to solve the task with a similar level of accuracy. Each trial has two parts. In Part 1, a set of barriers blocks four of the eight arms. The participant is instructed to pick up objects located at the end of the four open arms. Additionally, the participant is told to remember which pathways they have visited because in Part 2, all pathways are accessible and the objects that they must retrieve are situated in the pathways that were previously inaccessible. Participants always begin the task facing the same direction. All landmarks are visible during Parts 1 and 2 of a trial. Participants are administered a minimum of three trials. If participants do not reach the criterion for completion within the first three trials, a maximum of five extra trials are given until participants reach the criterion. After this, trials are administered until a performance criterion is met. The criterion for successfully completing the 4/8 VM involves making no errors on Part 2 for a single trial. This criterion ensures that all participants have learned the task before the single probe trial is administered.
Probe trial
Once this criterion is reached, a single probe trial is administered. During Part 1 of the probe trial the participants still collect the objects from the open arms and all landmarks are present; however, in Part 2, when all the arms are accessible, a wall is erected around the maze so that the participants cannot see the environment and all landmarks are removed. Performance on the probe trial is therefore an objective measure of strategies. Participants using the spatial strategy involving learning the locations of target objects in relation to landmarks will show an increase in errors when landmarks are removed. For example, a participant using the spatial strategy would remember the position of an object relative to the trees and the mountain, which are no longer present. On the other hand, participants using the response strategy would use a sequence of open and closed pathways from a single starting position, and therefore would have a perfect score on the probe trial even when landmarks are removed. In other words, when the landmarks are removed, only people who were relying on the landmarks to navigate (spatial strategy) will have their performance disrupted. This probe score is used to confirm the spontaneous navigation strategy that is reported by the participant and to determine if participants shift strategies between the start and the end of the task.
Determination of the initial spontaneous strategy used
The first spontaneous navigation strategy is obtained at the end of the task during a standardized interview. Participants were asked to report how they knew which pathways contained objects and which were empty in the Part 2 trials. Using a specific objective questioning procedure, we asked about their initial method of navigation during the very first trial. This has previously been shown to be a reliable measure of initial spontaneous navigation strategy. Based on their description, participants were categorized as using either a spatial strategy or a response strategy (Bohbot, Del Balso, Conrad, Konishi, & Leyton, 2013; Bohbot et al., 2004 Bohbot et al., , 2007 Bohbot et al., , 2012 Drisdelle et al., 2017; Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2015) . On the first trial, if participants reported using two or more landmarks to remember the location of the objects, and avoided reporting using a sequence from a single starting point, they were categorized as using a spatial strategy. If participants reported using a sequence or pattern on the first trial, counting from a single starting point to remember the locations of the objects, they were categorized as using a response strategy. The reported strategy was evaluated by two experimenters who were blind to each other's evaluations. There was a 93% interrater concordance. When there was discrepancy between both raters' evaluations, a third rater's evaluation was employed.
The task took 1 hr to complete. The single probe trial at the end of the task is used to confirm the first spontaneous navigation strategy used. People who report using a spatial strategy should display more probe errors when the landmarks are removed (Bohbot et al., 2007; Drisdelle et al., 2017; Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2015) ; however, there is not a 1:1 relationship between initial spontaneous strategy used and the probe error due to the potential for people to shift their strategies during the task.
Results

4/8 VM
Twenty-nine participants were classified as spontaneously using a response strategy and 27 participants were classified as using a spatial strategy on the 4/8 VM. As in previous studies (Bohbot et al., 2007; Drisdelle et al., 2017; Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2015 West et al., , 2018 , spatial learners made significantly more probe trial errors (0.36 AE 0.09) compared to response learners (0.07 AE 0.04); t(54) = 2.73, p < .01. As reported in previous studies, when comparing sexes, there was no significant difference in navigation strategy, χ 2 (55) = 0.856, p > .4, or probe errors, t(54) = 0.72, p > .5 (Bohbot et al., 2007 Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2018) .
AQ Scale
The average AQ score recorded was 17.5 AE 7.02 (range = 5-39), which is considered well within the range of the neurotypical population . Female participants displayed a slightly lower AQ score (M = 16.9) compared to male participants (M = 19.5); however, this difference did not reach significance, t(54) = 1.18, p > .2.
We then examined if individuals who spontaneously adopted either a spatial or response strategy in the 4/8 VM displayed significantly different scores on the AQ Scale. This revealed no significant difference (Spatial: 18.4 AE 1.42 SE vs. Response: 17.0 AE 1.2 SE; t < 1). We next examined the relationship between the probe error score and the AQ score. We separated individuals who made a probe error during the probe trial at the end of the 4/8 VM task into one group (n = 12) and those that did not make a probe error into a second group (n = 44). This revealed a significant difference in AG scores between the 4/8 VM probe error group, M = 22.0 AE 2.3 SE, and the no probe error group, M = 16.3 AE 0.9 SE, t(54) = 2.58, p < .05, with homogeneity of variance being established (Figure 2) . A Pearson correlation between AQ score and probe error across the whole sample was also significant, r(56) = .33, p < .05.
To confirm the results related to the 4/8 VM probe error, we conducted an additional Bayesian statistical analysis. We used the JASP software package to conduct the analysis (https://jasp-stats.org/). Bayesian statistics allows for the data to be modeled to infer if results support either the null or alternative hypothesis. As a result, a separate Bayes factor is produced for both the null and alternative hypotheses (Jeffreys, 1961; Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009 ). Based on our a priori hypothesis, we predicted that probe errors, reflecting increased landmark use, would be associated with higher scores on the AQ Scale. Our hypothesis with regards to the AQ score was therefore that people who made a probe error would have a greater AQ score compared to people who did not make a probe error (probe error > no probe error). A standard Cauchy prior width of 0.71 was used (Rouder et al., 2009 ); however, JASP estimates a wide range of Cauchy prior width as a robustness check. When testing the alterative hypothesis, strong support was observed for higher AQ scores displayed amongst those who made a probe error in the 4/8 VM (Bayes factor +0 = 7.996, error % < 1.873e−6; Figure 3 ; Jeffreys, 1961) . In contrast, no support for the null hypothesis was observed (Bayes factor 0+ = 0.125, error % < 1.873e−6).
We next examined the AQ subscales (Social Skill, Attention Switching, Attention to Detail, Communication, and Imagination) for differences between people who made a probe error and those who did not. This did not reveal any significant differences. We then conducted an exploratory analysis comparing each separate item to better understand which specific items were likely driving the composite AQ score effect. This revealed several significant items (all ps < .05, uncorrected): A number of marginally significant differences were also found (all ps < .08, uncorrected): 
Discussion
We observed a relationship between autistic traits in neurotypical individuals and the occurrence of probe errors during the 4/8 VM. People who relied on landmarks to navigate, as indicated by probe errors, displayed higher scores on the AQ Scale. This result was supported using Bayesian statistical inference. Further, probe errors also correlated with spontaneous spatial strategy use. Previous evidence has shown that the probe error in the 4/8 VM is positively correlated with grey matter in the hippocampus and lower grey matter in the caudate nucleus (Bohbot et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2003) . The data in the current study therefore support the hypothesis that people with autistic traits would rely more on landmarks during navigation, based on previous evidence that ASD and autistic traits are associated with higher levels of grey matter in the hippocampus (Focquaert & Vanneste, 2015; Hasan et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2004) . Further, ASD and autistic traits in the neurotypical population are associated with more attention to local details Happé & Frith, 2006; O'Riordan et al., 2001) . In parallel, probe errors on the 4/8 VM are associated with increased attention directed to environmental details during navigation, and this is hypothesized to result in better encoding of environmental stimuli (Andersen et al., 2012) . Together, these data show that people with higher levels of autistic traits in the neurotypical population, who are known to have higher hippocampal grey matter and direct more attention to local details, are also more prone to using landmarks during navigation. Further, because spatial learners display more grey matter and activity in the hippocampus (Bohbot et al., 2004 (Bohbot et al., , 2007 Iaria et al., 2003; West et al., 2018) , a bias towards spatial strategy use could represent a potential behavioral mechanism explaining why autistic traits have been previously linked to increased hippocampal grey matter (Focquaert & Vanneste, 2015; Hasan et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2004) . The exploratory analysis examining what specific items of the AQ Scale were associated with probe errors at least partially supports this hypothesis. A number of AQ items related to attention to detail and attention switching were found to be higher in people who made probe errors. Specifically, people who made probe errors had higher scores on items related to attention switching, which represents less flexibility in shifting attention. In parallel, people who made probe errors were found to have higher scores on items related to attention to detail, where higher scores represent more attention to sensory stimuli in one's environment. Taken together, less flexibility to shift attention but directing more attention to specific details could help explain why people who do not shift their navigation strategy but do direct attention to environmental details in the 4/8 VM also display higher AQ scores. It should also be mentioned that people who made probe errors also displayed higher scores on several items related to social skills and imagination. More research is needed to better understand how these items might relate to spatial strategy use during navigation.
The main distinction between spontaneous initial navigation strategy used and the probe error administered at the end of the task is that the probe error distinguishes between people who shifted their strategy from spatial to response during the task. In other words, people who maintain a spatial strategy throughout the task (i.e., continue to rely on landmarks) will commit a probe error while those who shift from using landmarks to a response-based pattern will not have their performance disrupted during the probe trial. This likely explains why the probe error and not the initial navigation strategy used was sensitive to differences based on people's reported AQ score. People with higher AQ scores were individuals who maintained a spatial strategy until the end of the final trial of the 4/8 VM.
In the current study, only neurotypical individuals were tested and indeed the average AQ score for people who made probe errors in the 4/8 VM was well within neurotypical range, although significantly higher compared to people who made no probe errors. These data therefore cannot speak to landmark use during navigation by people diagnosed with ASD. It is now apparent that there are multiple factors involved in the development of ASD (Happé, Ronald, & Plomin, 2006) . Some traits related to ASD are likely related to behavior supported by the hippocampus, such as memory for environmental detail (Toichi & Kamio, 2002) . In contrast, some traits of ASD are likely related to behaviors supported by the caudate nucleus, such as those related to increased reliance on rules and rigid patterns of behavior (Baron-Cohen, Richler, Bisarya, Gurunathan, & Wheelwright, 2003) . Indeed, when people do not use landmarks to navigate, a non-flexible series of turns is memorized and is supported by the caudate nucleus (Bohbot et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2003; . Because there are different neural systems affected in ASD, it is possible that the degree of landmark use during navigation would be more heterogeneous when studying an ASD population compared to neurotypicals who display higher levels of autistic traits.
The sample of the current study contained more females than males. It has been established that significant sex differences exist between males and females who present with ASD ( Baron-Cohen et al., 2005; Bejerot et al., 2012) . The imbalance between males and females in our current sample therefore represents a limitation, as a full analysis taking into account possible sex differences is not currently possible. Future studies should aim to investigate if sex interacts with levels of autistic traits when examining landmark use during navigation.
In summary, we observed that neurotypical individuals who rely on landmarks to navigate display higher levels of autistic traits as measured by the AQ Scale. Both neurotypical individuals with higher levels of autistic traits and people who rely on landmarks as determined by the 4/8 VM in previous studies display higher grey matter in the hippocampus, providing a potential mechanism that explains these observations. Further, individuals who score higher on the measure of autistic traits display better perceptual long-term memory and direct more attention to local environmental details, which are hypothesized to be supported by the hippocampus, which in turn supports landmark use during navigation. Finally, this evidence of an association between autistic traits and consistent spatial strategy use provides a potential behavioral mechanism for previously observed increased grey matter displayed in both neurotypical and neuro-atypical people with higher AQ scores.
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